Statistical analysis of wheat under different seed treatments: development of a discriminative model based on physicochemical and rheological properties.
Quality control in the wheat industry comprises numerous analyses that are time-consuming and demand numerous procedures and specific apparatus. The application of multivariate calibration techniques contributes to the interpretation of the data generated during these analyses. The present study aimed to correlate a representative number of wheat properties with the treatment applied to the wheat seeds using multivariate calibration techniques. In the present study, a wheat pilot planting experiment applying different fungicides combination as a seed treatment (carbendazim, carbendazim + thiram, carboxin + thiram, and triadimenol) was conducted. The resulting wheat grains were subjected to 33 analyses routinely performed in industry. A principal components analysis indicated all analyses were relevant for the different seed treatment discrimination. Afterwards, a k-nearest neighbors discriminative model was developed and was able to classify the seed treatments. In accordance with this model, the most relevant variables for the seed treatment discrimination were the rheological properties of the dough. It was possible to develop a discriminative model that directly correlated the wheat seed treatment with the properties of the resulting grains and flours. © 2017 Society of Chemical Industry.